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I. Introduction

G

ames are one of the
most active areas in
software development.
The most important
role of a game is to provide
fun and entertainment to players through a variety of interesting content as well as an
efficient algorithm and optimized performance. The Roleplaying game (RPG) is a
popular genre for many players.
The story or plot of the RPG
is a particularly important element of the game [1] and is
quickly consumed. RPG players want diverse and rich content. The story or plot of a
RPG usually consists of many
quests, which are missions with
short story lines. A quest allows
players to experience interesting events and/or scenar ios
through a storytelling mechanism within the game. A player
is required to complete the
quest for a reward, and to try
to complete diverse quests as a
character in the game [2]. The
player may talk to people and
fight enemies in order to
achieve the mission. As a
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Abstract–In most cases, the story or plot of popular role-playing games is constructed by professional designers as a main content. However,
manual design of game content has a limitation
in the quantitative aspect; it requires a large
amount of time and effort. As game consumers
want more diverse and rich contents, it is not
easy to satisfy these needs with manual design, so
procedural content generation is actively exploited to automatically generate game contents. In
this paper, we propose a quest generation method using Petri net modules. A quest depending
on the player’s involvement or type determined
by Bayesian network is generated by Petri net.
Never Winter Night is used as a game platform
to show the feasibility of the proposed method.
In future works, we will collect players’ playing
history and evaluate the performance of Bayesian
network inference for a player’s type. Also, we
will apply the proposed method to an opensource platform for a complete automatic quest
generation system.
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reward of the mission, they can obtain money, items or
experience to level up. Players often receive quests by conversations with Non-Player Characters (NPCs) which cannot be controlled by the players [3].
Many RPGs use manually designed quests for players [4].
The problem of this approach in RPGs is the rapid consumption of quests by players. Manual design of quests is
time-consuming and difficult and thus is unable to keep up
with consumption speed [5]. Players experience fun when
they are able to solve well-designed quests. However, if the
same quests have to be repeated, they may feel that the
game is boring. In order to maintain a player’s interest in
the game, the game has to generate new and exciting contents continuously.
In many cases, game companies expand the contents of
their RPGs such as Elder Scroll, Might and Magic, Ultima,
and other series through an expansion pack or additional
modes. In the same manner, MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games) such as WOW (World of
Warcraft) constantly release new contents to their players by
regular expansion and updates. Many MMORPGs focus primarily on the updates, because it directly affects the number
of players and the company’s income. The greater the need to
expand the games, the more important game content creation becomes. Game design is challenging and expensive
work, and it is difficult to create games that are enjoyable for
players to play [6].
PCG (Procedural Content Generation) is used to create
content automatically using pre-defined algorithms, which has
become an important focus of research in recent years. PCG
has the feasibility to reduce manual design efforts of every part
of the game and the time required for game development.
While it cannot create a coherent and interesting game content
automatically, it can support designers to develop the content
with reduced effort and cost. It may also help players to enjoy
dynamic content. Many researchers have tried to create automatically diverse contents such as backgrounds, characters, and
stories in a game. Game background is a space in which game
characters act. PCG for automatic background creation provides complex and diverse game spaces without taking up a lot
of the game designer’s effort and time.
Some researchers have tried to generate NPC’s various
actions and reactions [7, 8]. Game characters may be a player’s
colleagues or enemies. Their actions may have many variations
to prevent player boredom. Diverse behaviors and conversations with NPCs make the game interesting. For example, in
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In this paper, we propose a method to
generate a plot of a quest, which is an
especially important game content in RPG
games, by using Petri net modules. It contains inference from a player’s involvement
and/or type through previous game history. Though it is not entirely accurate to
estimate a player’s type using a manually
designed Bayesian network, the method needs to make
inferences about the player’s type in order to create suitable game content for a player, because random combination of the story will not be very meaningful. The system
selects main events to generate the plot of a quest depending on player’s type. The entire system consists of three
parts: player’s type inference using a simple Bayesian network, quest plot generation using Petri net scripts, and

The ultimate objective of a game is to provide players
with fun and entertainment, so a good RPG must
provide suitable contents, most of which is through
quest work.
RPG’s mystery or adventure games genres, various conversations with a NPC increases a player’s experience of fun with
the game. It is difficult to create various scripts for conversation.
There are some existing research that generate game plot,
which is a very important part of content in mystery, RPG, or
MMORPG. It is however very difficult to generate game plot
using a simple algorithm, and diverse ways are used to create a
plot for the games (Table 1).

TABLE 1 Related work.
CONTENTS

YEAR

RESEARCHERS

DESCRIPTIONS

BACKGROUND

2010
2010
2010

K. V. ENDEN ET AL. [9]
L. JOHNSON ET AL. [10]
S. COOPER ET AL. [11]

2006

M. NITSCHE ET AL. [12]

BACKGROUND GENERATION FOR GOLF GAME
MAP GENERATION USING CELLULAR AUTOMATA
FRACTAL BASED GAME BACKGROUND CREATION. EX) WATER, TREE, ROAD,
BUILDING, ETC.
GAME ENVIRONMENT CREATION

NPC

2009
2007
2006
2006
2006

C. KERR ET AL. [13]
R. THAWONMAS ET AL. [14]
H. ǴOMEZ-GAUCH [7]
F. YOU ET AL. [15]
M. CUTUMISU ET AL. [8]

NPC’S DIALOGUE EXPANSION FOR NATURAL CONVERSATION
NPC’S ACTIONS OR GESTURES DEPENDING ON EMOTION
NPC’S ACTIONS DEPENDING ON TEMPERAMENT
GAME CHARACTER’S EMOTION DESIGN
NPC’S NEW BEHAVIOR PATTERN CREATION

GAME PLOT

2007
2006
2006
2006

C. ASHMORE [16]
C. ONUCZKO [17]
M. ARINBJARNA [18]
T. MANNINEN ET AL. [19]

QUEST GENERATION BY OBSTACLE-ITEMS STRUCTURE
PLOT GENERATION BY COMBINATION OF SUB-QUESTS
PLOT GENERATION USING BAYESIAN NETWORK
EMERGENT PLOT GENERATION USING PLOT CLUSTER

Player-Type
Inference

Plot-Type Selection
Player-Type Selection
Quest-Type Selection

Previous
History

Event Set Generation
Main Events Selection
Random Subevents
Selection
Quest Expansion

Game
Components

Game Platform Application
Game Object Mapping
Game Event Mapping

FIGURE 1 System overview.
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Petri-Net-Based
Event Set

quest generation and application for a specific game platform. Overall system architecture is as shown in Figure 1.
A commercial RPG, Never Winter Nights, is used to show
its feasibility.
II. Player’s Type Inference
and Quest Type Decision

The ultimate objective of a game is to provide players with
fun and entertainment, so a good RPG must provide suitable contents, most of which is through quest work. During
a plot type selection phase, the system classifies the player’s
fun type to set the goal of the quest and select the appropriate quest type. According to Lazzaro’s work [20], the
purpose of game play can be divided into four kinds. This
paper simplifies the classification of game players into two
types, a casual player and a hard-core player. A hard-core
player obtains delight from a more difficult game. This
type of player receives stress from the difficult game, but
enjoys catharsis when the difficulties are overcome and
clears the game [1]. On the other hand, a casual player is
the type of player who enjoys new and pleasant experiences
without agonizing too much over the complexities of the
game. This type of player enjoys exploring new areas, seeing
the unknown, or having a conversation with strangers
(NPCs or other players).
The purpose of the player throughout the game can be
inferred from the records of previous game play. Table 2 lists
records of game play to infer the purpose of game play. A
Bayesian network is used to infer the player’s type, and requires
discrete evidence variables for efficient probabilistic inference.

Meeting
Location 1 Quest Giver

Quest
Giver

L1

TABLE 2 Evidences and rules for player’s type
classification.
EVIDENCE

RULE

PLAY TIME

AVERAGE PLAY TIME IN A QUEST

NUMBER OF BATTLES
IN A QUEST
NUMBER OF
CONVERSATIONS
WITH NPC
NUMBER OF
GAME-OVERS

AVERAGE NUMBER OF BATTLES IN
A QUEST
AVERAGE NUMBER OF CONVERSATIONS
WITH NPC IN A QUEST

RATIO OF HARDCORE/CASUAL QUEST

RATIO BETWEEN NUMBER OF
HARD-CORE AND CASUAL QUESTS

AVERAGE NUMBER OF GAME-OVERS (THE
PLAYER CHARACTER’S DEATH) IN A QUEST

TABLE 3 Appropriate quest types depending on
player’s type.
PLAYER TYPE

APPROPRIATE QUEST TYPE

CASUAL PLAYER

DELIVERING AN ITEM
OBSERVING
INTERVIEWING NPCs
USING AN ITEM IN THE FIELD
OBTAINING LUXURIES
OBTAINING RARE ITEMS
VISITING A DANGEROUS PLACE
RESEARCH NEW MAGIC SPELL

HARD-CORE PLAYER

TRADE FOR EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
CAPTURE CRIMINAL
RESCUE CAPTURED NPC
ATTACK ENEMY
GUARD ENTITY
PRACTICE SKILL
PRACTICE COMBAT

Talk
Quest Giver After Talk

Accept
Quest

Quest
Acceptance

Quest
Acceptance

C1

C1

FIGURE 2 Petri net module design example by editor.
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TABLE 4 Expanded Petri net elements.
EDITOR

PETRI NET

NAME

DESCRIPTION

PLACE

ANY OTHER PRECONDITION FOR AN ACTION

CONDITION

PRECONDITION FOR A PREVIOUS EVENT

ITEM

PRECONDITION FOR AN ACTION RELATED TO ITEMS

LOCATION

PRECONDITION FOR A PLAYER’S CURRENT LOCATION

TRANSITION

A PLAYER’S ACTION OR REACTION

ARC (EDGE)

CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AN ACTION AND ITS PRECONDITIONS

C
I
L

Quest Type

Main
Events

Talk
NPC

Expanded
Events

Talk
NPC

Visiting
a Dangerous Place

Quest Type

Go to
Location
Attack
NPC

Go to
Location

Talk
NPC
Obtain
Item

Talk
NPC

FIGURE 3 Quest plot generation using sub-event set.

Entrance to
Location 2

Related
Events

Talk NPC

Attack NPC

Talk NPC

Mapped
PNs

PN for
Talk NPC
(Quest Start)

PN for
Attack NPC

PN for
Talk NPC
(Quest End)

FIGURE 5 Events and PNs selection for the Quest “Attack Enemy.”

Entrance to
Location 3
Exit to
Location 1

Inn

Attack Enemy

In this paper, the following conditional probability is calculated for player’s type inference from the five evidences mentioned in Table 2. It is assumed that every evidence is
conditionally independent of each other.
P 1PlayerType|PlayTime, Battles, Conversation, Gamesovers, Ratio 2

(a)

5 P 1 PlayerType|PlayTime 2 # P 1 PlayerType|Battles 2

# P 1 PlayerType|Conversation 2 # P 1 PlayerType|Gameovers 2
# P 1 PlayerType|Ratio 2

(b)

Exit to
Location 2
Cell 2
Cell 3
Cell 1
Cell 4
NPC1
(c)

NPC2
(d)

NPC3

FIGURE 4 Locations and NPCs.

The simple rules are applied to the history of previous games
to transform the state values of the variables into discrete values. In this case, data from the previous 20 quests are used to
decide the player’s type. The data size for 20 quests may not be
strictly suitable for the decision, and more research is necessary
to determine appropriate data size.
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Each evidence is designed to have two state values for PlayTime (short, long), Battles (little, many), Conversation (little,
many), Gameover (little, many), and Ratio (hard, casual). For an
instance, the evidences of PlayTimeshort, Battleslittle, Conversationmany,
Gameoverlittle, and Rationcasual increase the probability of the player being a casual player.
Once the player’s type is determined, e.g. whether he/she
is a hard-core player or a casual player, the quest type is decided depending on the player type. Since there is no clearly
defined criterion to classify which quest type belongs to
hard-core or casual quests, this paper adopts the quest types
from the general definition of hard-core and casual events as
shown in Table 3. However, the quest type is not limited to
this definition and can be extended.

III. Quest Plot Generation
A. Petri Net Based
Event Representation

In this paper, quest is a set of casually
connected events. An event consists of
the player’s actions and interactions with
the environment and NPCs. Main
events are an essential set of events in
the quest. Sub-events are not the essential events, but a set of events to expand
the quest and to increase the diversity of
the quest.

Meeting
Quest
Location 1
Giver

Talk NPC (Quest Start)
Talk
Quest
Quest
Quest Quest After Accept
Giver
Talk Quest Acceptance Acceptance
Giver

L1

C1

C1

After
Attacking
NPC3

After
Attacking
NPC3

C2

C2

Quest 5 5 Event1, Event2, c, Eventn 6
Petri nets are used to represent events.
In general, a game includes interactions
among many variables such as NPC,
item, action, dialogue, and so on. It is
necessary to represent clearly complex
interactions among the variables in the
game. Petri net is suitable for representing
interactions among many factors and
testing a variety of situations [21, 22]. In a
previous study, they were used to represent game plots [23].
A standard Petr i net is able to
express a complex game system with
basic elements, such as place and transition. In this paper, a quest is constructed by several Petri net modules, which
denote events to represent the plot for
RPG games. It is necessary to pass the
player’s status or condition between
Petri net modules. In this paper, three
types of nodes which are Item, Location,
and Condition are added in order to
express a condition or state to be
passed between Petri nets.
First, Item is used to represent an item
owned by the player. A player can own an
item or abandon an item by the player’s
actions. Item has the properties discussed
below.
Item 5 1 Item Name, Num Of Token 2
Num Of Token is the number of
tokens. In standard Petri net, all places,
which denote conditions for some
actions, may contain a natural number of
tokens. A transition of a Petri net can be
performed whenever there is a token at
all input places (pre-condition). When a
transition occurs, it consumes the tokens

(a)
Attack NPC or Item
Meeting
Location 2 NPC3

C1
NPC3

L2

Attack
NPC3

(b)

Meeting
Quest
Location 1
Giver

Talk NPC (Quest Complete)
Talk
Quest Quest After Complete Complete
Giver
Giver
Talk Quest Quest ID

L1

C3

Quest
ID
C3

After
Attacking
NPC3
C3

(c)
FIGURE 6 Plots for “Attack Enemy” (a) Talk NPC (Quest Start). (b) Attack NPC. (c) Talk NPC
(Quest End).
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value of 1 or 0. To talk with a specific NPC or
find a specific item, players need to visit a
Location that includes the NPC and the item.
Location has the following properties.

In order to apply a generated plot of a quest to an
actual RPG, objects and events in the plot have
to be mapped into objects on the game. Item and
Place must be replaced into items, NPCs and other
components appear in the actual game.
at input places, and produces tokens at all output places
(changed conditions by the transition).
Location contains the underlying information for the
players to meet a specific NPC, to possess the item, or to
move to another location. Because a player cannot exist
in two locations at the same time, Location always has a

Location 5 1 Location Name, Num Of Token 2

Condition is a node to store a player’s state of
the previous event. This is used to transfer a result
of the interaction with a NPC, a history of killing
a NPC, and previous experience for a specific event.
Condition 5 1 Condition Name, Condition ID, Num Of Token 2

Finally, Place is used to denote the general state. Place in a
Petri net module is used in only the module, and its value cannot be delivered to any other modules.
General Condition 5 1 Event ID, Name, Num Of Token 2

Quest Type Rescue-Captured
NPC

Item, Condition, and Location are stored in a status queue to
change other events. They do not disappear until the conditions are used to perform a player’s actions.
Action, which describes a player’s action plays the same role
as a transition in Petri net.

Related
Events

Talk NPC

Release
NPC

Talk NPC

Mapped
PNs

PN for
Talk NPC
(Quest Start)

PN for
Release
NPC

PN for
Talk NPC
(Quest End)

Action 5 1 Event ID, Action Name 2
Arc connects actions to pre-conditions.

FIGURE 7 Events and PNs selection for Quest the “Rescue
Captured NPC.”

Quest
Acceptance
C1

Meeting
Captured
NPCs

Release NPC
Avoid
Enemies
Captured
NPCs

After Recuing
NPCs

After Recuing
NPCs

C2

C2

Attack
Enemies

Location 3

Guards
at Cell 3
Guards
at Cell 4
Guards
at Cell 1

FIGURE 8 Release NPC for “Rescue Captured NPC.”
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Figure 2 shows an example to design
an Event by the expanded Petri net editor. Also Table 4 summarizes Petri net
elements, and the corresponding components in our editor.
B. Plot Generation Using
Petri Net Modules

In this paper, we referred to Doran’s
research to determine the main events
corresponding to quest type [4]. Figure 3
describes how the selection of a set of
major events corresponds to the quest
types, and the expansion of the quest by a
randomly selected set of sub-events.

L3

Guards
at Cell 2

Arc 5 1 Event ID, SrcTupe, SrcID, DstType, DstID 2
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IV. Applying to Game Platform

In order to apply a generated plot of a
quest to an actual RPG, objects and
events in the plot have to be mapped
into objects on the game. Item and Place
must be replaced into items, NPCs and
other components appear in the actual
game. The player’s action is substituted
by a game character’s actions such as

attack, conversation, and other behaviors.
The proposed system automatically generates a
However, most commercial games do not
provide a practical interface for this mapping.
plot of a quest and allows players to enjoy new
In the case of RPGs, it is difficult to find
experiences from diverse quests.
popular open source games.
In this paper, Never Winter Nights
(NWN) is selected as the target platform to match an automatically generDelivering
Quest Type
ated plot of a quest to objects in the
an Item
actual game. NWN provides an internal toolset to create a quest and thereTalk Item
Give Item
Related
fore it is relatively easy to make
Talk NPC
Talk NPC
from NPC
to NPC
Events
defined NPCs, quest items, and dialogue in advance. The objects in the
PN for
PN for
PN for
PN for
Mapped
plot generated from the system can be
Talk NPC
Give Item
Talk NPC
Take Item
PNs
manually mapped into the components
(Quest End)
to NPC
(Quest Start)
from NPC
in the game platform to create a quest.
However, it cannot provide a complete
FIGURE 9 Events and PNs selection for the Quest “Delivering an Item.”
automated system and still require
some human efforts.
A. Game Components

Game components in the generated
game plot have to be defined in
advance. Figure 4 (a), (b), and (c) show
the locations 1, 2, and 3, which are used
in the generated plot. Figure 4(d) shows
three NPCs associated with the main
events in a quest. NPC1 plays the role of
a plot provider who assigns a player’s
mission and rewards, NPC2 is a store
owner with ar ms who can trade
weapons and items with a player, and
NPC3 may be a person for delivery or
an opponent depending on the quest
type. In most cases, the items belong to
a specific NPC or location.
B. Quest Generation for
a Hard-Core Player

Hard-core players usually want a quest
that includes difficult battles or good
rewards. In this paper, we show an
example of generating a quest with a
battle for hard-core players. In the examples, randomly generated sub-events are
omitted to reduce the game complexity,
and only the main event is shown for a
quest. Figure 5 illustrates selection of
related main events from a selected quest
type and the process of mapping an
event for Petri net mapping. ‘Attack
Enemy’ quest composes three different
events such as ‘Talk NPC’, ‘Attack NPC’,
and ‘Talk NPC’. Here, NPC1 is set as a

Meeting
Quest
Location 1
Giver

Take Item from NPC
Take Item
from Quest
Quest
Giver
Giver

L1

Item 1

Item 1

l1

l1

Quest
C1
Acceptance

(a)
Give Item to NPC
Location 2

Finding
NPC3

NPC3

L2

Give Item
to NPC3

After Giving
Item to
NPC3
C2

After Giving
Item to
NPC3
C2

Item 1
l1

(b)
FIGURE 10 Petri nets for “Delivering an Item.” (a) Take Item from NPC (b) Give Item to NPC.
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quest giver in these game settings. ‘Talk NPC’ in the beginning
and end of a quest is the conversations with the NPC1. Figure 6(a) shows that a player receives a quest from the NPC1. A
player’s action in screenshots in Figure 6(a) corresponds to a
player’s actions in the Petri net module.
Figure 6(b) and 6(c) show the remaining events. In the
‘Attack Enemy’ quest, NPC3 is set as an enemy. The player

Quest Type

Trade for
Equipment

Related
Events

Talk NPC

Trade Item
with NPC

Talk NPC

Mapped
PNs

PN for
Talk NPC
(Quest Start)

PN for
Trade Item
with NPC

PN for
Talk NPC
(Quest End)

must move to location 2 before he attacks NPC3, because
NPC3 is in the corner of Location 2. Finally, this quest is
completed after player kills NPC3 and reports the result to
NPC1, the quest giver. The quest giver generally offers rewards
such as money and items to players.
Another example for hard-core players is ‘Rescue Captured
NPC.’ The basic events for the plot are illustrated in Figure 7.
Conversations with quest giver is similar to the previous one
except for slight changes, but ‘Release NPC’ event (Figure 8) is
a new event. Figure 8 represents the new event, which has a
non-linear plot. In this example, enemies are guards with
their own plots. There are four cells in Location 3 as a prison
and a guard is continuously roaming from the first cell to the
last cell. If the guard roams in front of the third cell in which
the NPCs are, a player has to fight the guard to rescue the
NPCs. Otherwise, the player can avoid the fight.
C. Quest Generation for a Casual Player

Players who pursue casual quests like exploring new areas
and conversations rather than continuous combats or training
are casual players. These casual quests provide new experiFIGURE 11 Events and PNs selection for the Quest “Trade for
Equipment.”
ences to players without a lot of stress posed by difficult
combats and repeating boring processes.
In this paper, we show an example
among these types of quests. The
Trade for Equipment
objective of the example quest is to
Meeting
Talk
After Trade
deliver a gold ring to NPC3.
NPC2 NPC2 Talk NPC 2
Location 1 NPC2
Item
Item
Figure 9 shows the events related to
l1
L1
l1
the selected quest type, the mapping
between events, and the Petr i net
module. ‘Delivering an Item’ quest
consists of four major events which are
‘Talk NPC’, ‘Take Item From NPC’,
‘Give Item to NPC’, ‘Talk NPC.’ In the
example, ‘Talk NPC’ at the beginning
and end of the quest requires
conversations with NPC1 who is a quest
g iver. F i g u r e 10 ( a ) depicts the
conversations with NPC 1. Figure 10(a)
and 10(b) show the process of a player
FIGURE 12 Trade item with NPC for “Trade For Equipment.”
receiving an item (a gold ring) from the
NPC1 and delivering the item to NPC3.
Another example is ‘trade for equipTABLE 5 Items for evaluating game plot.
ment and supplies’ in Figure 11. Here,
1
PLAYER UNDERSTANDS THE STORY LINE AS A SINGLE CONSISTENT VISION
‘Talk NPC’ events related to the quest
2
PLAYER IS INTERESTED IN THE STORY LINE. THE STORY EXPERIENCE RELATES TO THEIR REAL
giver are abbreviated because of repetiLIFE AND GRABS THEIR INTEREST
3
THE PLAYER SPENDS TIME THINKING ABOUT POSSIBLE STORY OUTCOMES.
tion. Figure 12 denotes the Petri net
4
THE PLAYER FEELS AS THOUGH THE WORLD IS GOING ON WHETHER THEIR CHARACTER IS
application for the event.
5
6
7

8
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THERE OR NOT.
THE PLAYER HAS A SENSE OF CONTROL OVER THEIR CHARACTER AND IS ABLE TO USE TACTICS AND STRATEGIES.
PLAYER EXPERIENCES FAIRNESS OF OUTCOMES
THE GAME TRANSPORTS THE PLAYER INTO A LEVEL OF PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT EMOTIONALLY (E.G., SCAR, THREAT, THRILL, REWARD, PUNISHMENT) AND VISCERALLY (E.G., SOUNDS
OF ENVIRONMENT).
PLAYER IS INTERESTED IN THE CHARACTER BECAUSE (1) THEY ARE LIKE ME; (2) THEY ARE
INTERESTING TO ME, (3) THE CHARACTERS DEVELOP AS ACTION OCCURS.
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D. Generated Game Plot Evaluation

A subjective test is conducted to evaluate generated plots. Test participants
were seven graduate students. The item
set for the test is summarized in Table 5.
The items are determined as noted in

enhanced classification method is necessary to determine the
appropriate player type. It is required to evaluate the
performance of the classification method and compare these
with alternatives.

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Acknowledgments

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

FIGURE 13 Result of subjective test.

Desurvire’s work [1]. Participants are required to give a point
between 1 and 5 for each item, with 1 being strongly disagree
and 5 being strongly agree. If they do not agree with the
item, they give a point close to 1. Otherwise, they will give a
point close to 5. Figure 13 shows the result of the test. Participants provided high scores for most items, except item 3.
This is because the generated quest plot for Item 3 was simple without any complexities as such all participants scored
Item 3 lowly.
V. Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a system to infer from the player’s
involvement in the game and the fun derived, and to generate
the plot of a quest suitable to the player’s involvement. The
proposed system automatically generates a plot of a quest and
allows players to enjoy new experiences from diverse quests.
It also provides a player’s favorite quest through the game to
increase a player’s derivation of fun and entertainment from
the game. Also, the method described here used Petri netbased representation for the event, which enables us to analyze the plot of a quest by using analytical methods for
standard Petri net.
We used NWN in this paper as a target platform in order
to examine the feasibility of the proposed method, but we
cannot generate a quest completely via automatic system
because it does not provide a source-code. The proposed
method just generates a plot for a quest with a major event
and a randomly selected event, which contains many variables such as NPCs, items, conditions for actions, locations,
and player’s actions.
Currently, the proposed method uses pre-defined RPG
game elements in the quest to apply a game platform. There
remain many undetermined elements such as NPC design,
location design including backgrounds for events and placement of items, and dialogues for conversations with NPC. It is
necessary to develop automatic systems for these details, as
well as a plot. In Section 2, Bayesian networks and rules for
preprocessing data are designed by common sense of the
designers, but further investigation is needed to gather a large
amount of data, and decide the optimal data size. Also the

This research was supported by the Original Technology
Research Prog ram for Brain Science through the
National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded
by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology
(2010-0018948).
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